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A complete menu of Tomo Poke Bowl from Knoxville covering all 19 meals and drinks can be found here on the
card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

Amy R likes about Tomo Poke Bowl:
Ever since moving to Knoxville, I've been looking for a great ramen place and I as overjoyed when I found a spot

less than 5 minutes away from home. In a plaza off of Hardin Valley road, Tomo is a fast casual establish that
does poke, habachi, and ramen and the ramen was AMAZING! My boyfriend and I both ordered the pork ramen,

mine regular and his spicy and the flavors were on point! The noodles were cooked perfectly... read more. In
beautiful weather you can even have something in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come
guests with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. WiFi is available free of charge. What KL doesn't like about

Tomo Poke Bowl:
I've dined in and eaten the Big Orange Poko Bowl. I've also done pickup for a salmon Hibachi. The poko bowl

serving was large and ingredients were fresh. Service was also nice. However, for the pickup order my order was
wrong and the sauce was sloshing all over the bag. The hibachi ingredients were saltier than I'm used to at other

places but the Salmon was fresh. They should set aside a to-go order table and find mo... read more. In the
kitchen of Tomo Poke Bowl in Knoxville, typical Asian spices tasty traditional menus are prepared, and you

may look forward to the scrumptious typical seafood cuisine. Tomo Poke Bowl focuses on a lot of freshly
harvested vegetables, fish and meat in its easily digestible Japanese cuisine, By availing of the catering

service from Tomo Poke Bowl in Knoxville, the meals can be ordered at home or at the party.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er
TEMPURA

Noodl�
RAMEN

Topping�
TOPPINGS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Appet�er�
FRIED TOFU

TAKOYAKI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

MEAT

TOFU

BEEF

SEAFOOD

SOFT SHELL CRAB
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